DECO Enterprises Ltd

Edible icing sheets and inks to meet your needs...
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Edible icing sheets (also known as frosting sheets, cake toppers) are manufactured in a range of shapes and sizes. The
most common size is A4 which will print on all food printers, whilst A3 sheets are available they require a large format
printer designed to accommodate this size for example the Canon IX4000.

Sheets are available in a range of template sizes that are recognised by Edible Artist decorating software including 2.13"
circles, 3.25" circles, 7.5" circle.

A5 size sheets have been added to the range to accommodate smaller size prints many used by home decorators.

Certificates and Specification Sheets
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Kedassia Product Certification

Edible Icing Specification Sheet

Each sheet is essentially a very thin piece of flavourless icing, white in colour and affixed to a plastic backing sheet to
make it possible to handle and pass through the printer. When printed, fully dry, and removed from the backing sheet the
edible icing is extremely pliable and manageable without cracking or tearing.

Edible icing sheets are made from the following ingredients: water, cornstarch, corn syrup, corn syrup solids, cellulose,
sorbitol, glycerine, sugar, vegetable oil, gum arabic, polysorbate 80, vanilla, titanium dioxide, citric acid

Edible Icing Sheets are completely safe for human consumption, made from 100% EC approved ingredients. A complete
list of ingredients is printed on each packet of edible icing, along with an expiry date. Sheets will last for 12 months if
stored as instructed.

All edible icing sheets are available to buy online now

DECO sell a wide range of edible inks. We support a range of legacy printers as well as the most current Canon models
currently on sale. The inks are made under very strict food ingredient manufacturing conditions on behalf of DECO. All
our inks are manufactured in the UK by the countries finest ingredient manufacturer thus ensuring the highest level of
quality control (ISO 9001) is achieved.

Edible icing sheets (also known as frosting sheets, cake toppers) are manufactured in a range of shapes and sizes. The
most common size is A4 which will print on all food printers, whilst A3 sheets are available they require a large format
printer designed to accommodate this size for example the Canon IX4000.
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Sheets are available in a range of template sizes that are recognised by Edible Artist decorating software including 2.13"
circles, 3.25" circles, 7.5" circle.

A5 size sheets have been added to the range to accommodate smaller size prints many used by home decorators.

All edible icing sheets and inks sold are all kosher. Please contact us should your require a copy of the certificate.

Each sheet is essentially a very thin piece of flavourless icing, white in colour and affixed to a plastic backing sheet to
make it possible to handle and pass through the printer. When printed, fully dry, and removed from the backing sheet the
edible icing is extremely pliable and manageable without cracking or tearing.

Edible icing sheets are made from the following ingredients: water, cornstarch, corn syrup, corn syrup solids, cellulose,
sorbitol, glycerine, sugar, vegetable oil, gum arabic, polysorbate 80, vanilla, titanium dioxide, citric acid

Edible Icing Sheets are completely safe for human consumption, made from 100% EC approved ingredients. A complete
list of ingredients is printed on each packet of edible icing, along with an expiry date. Sheets will last for 12 months if
stored as instructed.

All edible icing sheets are available to buy online now

DECO sell a wide range of edible inks. We support a range of legacy printers as well as the most current Canon models
currently on sale. The inks are made under very strict food ingredient manufacturing conditions on behalf of DECO. All
our inks are manufactured in the UK by the countries finest ingredient manufacturer thus ensuring the highest level of
quality control (ISO 9001) is achieved.

Supported Edible Ink Cartridges

- Canon BCI-21
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- S100, BJC-2100, BJC-5500, MPC-70, MPC-75, FAX B1890C, FAX B210C, FAX B215C, FAX B230C

- Canon BCI-24

- iP1000, iP1500, iP2000, i250, i320, i350, i450,
i450x, i455, i470d,S200, S200X, S300, S330 PHJOTO, MP110, MP130, MP410,
MP430, MP360, MP370, MP390, MPC190, MPC200 PHOTO

- Canon BCI-3E

- S400, S400x, S450, S4500, S500, S520, S520X, S530D, S600, S630, S6300, S750, i550, i550x, i560, i6500, i850

- Canon PIXMA 5

- iP4000, iP400R, iP5000, MP750, MP780, i850

- Canon BCI-6

- iP6000D, i905D, i9100, i950, i965, i990, S800, S820, S820D, S830D, S900, S820 PHOTO

- Canon Chipped 4 Cartridge Printers (requires the use of special conversion carrier)

- IP3300, IP3500, MP510, MP520, IX4000, IX5000, MX700

- Canon Chipped 5 Cartridge Printers (requires the use of special conversion carrier)

- IP4200, IP4300, IP5300, IP5300R, MP500, MP530, MP600, MP600R, MP800, MP800R, MP810, MP830

- Epson T06 Series

- D88, DX3850, DX4200, DX4800, DX4850
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Please note that using edible inks in your printer may invalidate the warranty offered by the manufacturer, all products
sold by DECO are in no way associated or endorsed by printer manufacturers. Deco do not accept any responsibility for
the use of edible inks in your printer.
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